
Name:____________________________________________
Fundamentals of Earth Science: Week 25 HOMEWORK CHECKLIST

3rd & 4th Grades
Due on April 13th

_____  (1 point) Read Lesson 25: You Are Our Sunshine, Our ONLY Sunshine!
The reading lesson will be posted in the pdf section at the bottom of this week’s summary.  

Read the lesson or have a parent read it to you. When you are done reading, put the lesson sheets 
behind the lesson tab in your binder.

____   (3 points) Videos for Reinforcement and Review: The Sun
	 What is the Sun? (SciShowKids): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0b3GcLE4Vlg

	 The Sun for Kids (Homeschool Pop): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQSECrMIygg

	 Solar Flares & Sun Spots (Dr. Binocs): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eA6auUABAYw


_____  (2 points) Our Perfect Star—The Sun Model and Questions (Completion Grade)
In class we started a sun model on page 150 of your lab notebook.  Follow the instructions on 

page 151 and finish what was not completed in class.  Answers to the questions can be found in the 
videos AND in the reading lesson. These two pages will be checked in class next week to see if 
they are complete.

_____  (OPTIONAL) Thermonuclear Fusion 
	 Where Does the Sun’s Energy Come From? (SpacePlace): https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GAGFC8-wn1g 

	 GAME: Play Helios, How the Sun Makes Energy: https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/helios-game/en/


____   (5 points) SHARE Science Astronaut Training Program—Study Like An Astronaut Badge
READ and follow the instructions on the lab sheet son pages 148 & 149 of your lab notebook.  

To get your badge you need to be able to count to at least three in Russian!

_____  (2 points) Earth, Sun, & Moon Model
A printout on card stock of the earth, sun, and moon was handed out in class and should be in 

your binder.  Color and then cut out the sun, the earth, the moon, and both rectangles.  Put the five 
pieces in a baggie or an envelope and put them in your binder.  Color and cut out only!  We will 
punch the holes and assemble this model in class next week.  NOTE: The long rectangle was a little 
too short so please follow the dark outline for that piece that I drew in (not the dotted line).
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_____  (2 points) Astronomer Hall of Fame
Although there are many other astronomers that deserve a spot in the astronomer hall of fame, 

we will focus on just four for this course. Add the following facts to the Astronomer Hall of Fame pages 
134-137 of your lab notebook. 

_____ for Nicolaus Copernicus, on page 134 of lab notebook
• proposed that the earth orbits the sun (heliocentric)

_____ for Johannes Kepler, on page 135 of lab notebook
• discovered that the orbit around the sun moves in an elliptical path and not a circle

_____  (1 point) Space Party Presentation Day—Choose a topic
On the last class day you will give a brief presentation to your classmates on a favorite 

astronomy topic.  This will be for your final astronaut training badge and astronaut graduation!  List your 
top three topic choices below and any ideas for how you will present it.  In making your decision think 
about something specific and what visual you could make to go with it.  Visual ideas: a model, a poster, 
an experiment, a demonstration, etc.  I will approve one of your topics and give feedback suggestions. 
Specific project guidelines and a grading rubric will be given next week.
Topic Idea #1: _____________________________________________________________________

Topic Idea #2: _____________________________________________________________________

Topic Idea #3: _____________________________________________________________________

_____  (REMINDER) Observing the Stars in April: Stargazers Journal (For a Grade-end of April)
Remember to work on your star gazers journal on pages 144 and 145 of your lab notebook for 

the month of April. Third graders need to have 3 observations and fourth graders need to have 5 
observations over the course of the month. Refer to Week 24 Homework Checklist for instructions.  Do 
not wait until the last minute to do this project!  The weather may not cooperate with you if you wait 
until the last week to start! 

Parent Signature: ___________________________________________________________________

Homework Completion Grade  _______/16 points


